Transform your field service
inventory management
ByBox UK Locations
We provide end-to-end visibility and control of your inventory to the field service edge in
real-time. With 1,400 locations and 40,000 lockers you can outperform SLAs, maximise field
technician productivity, optimise operations and reduce emissions.
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Anatomy of a smart locker
ByBox allows you to deliver and hold your inventory at the field service edge; securely,
intelligently and with complete visibility at all times. This gives field service teams
round the clock access to the parts they need to resolve issues and allows you
to remain in control.
Boost





24/7/365 access for your field team
End-to-end inventory visibility
Engineer compliance
Engineer safety with contactless deliveries

Key benefits

Reduce





Visibility

Engineer mileage and drive time
Emissions
Inventory blind spots
Failed jobs

Secured with
Bluetooth locks.
No power or
internet connection
required. Lockers
can be placed
anywhere they’re
needed.
Locker batteries
can be swapped
in five minutes and
last four years on a
single charge.

No matter where an individual
part is our software ensures
you can pinpoint its location
and status

Our modular
approach ensures
that lockers, and
their configuration,
can be set up or
amended quickly
and easily.

Intelligence

Our intelligent systems enable
a proactive approach to field
inventory management

Configurable doors
for different size
packages.

Security

Secure edge access where field
service teams need it most.
Our locks and lockers work in
combination to offer complete
peace of mind

“Since introducing ByBox we’ve saved 9% on our fuel emissions
and 9% on the mileage engineers drive each year. We have also
increased workforce utilisation by 6%.”
- Head of Service Operations (NRTS), Telent

Ready to transform your field service?
Talk to us today to explore how you can
gain intelligence, visibility and security
to your field service edge.
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bybox.com/LinkedIn
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